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What are halving joints, and why do they matter?
Project rationale – What questions need to be answered?
Project objectives and methodology
Achievements to date
Where to next?
Summary

Introduction to concrete halving joints
• What are halving joints?
 Also known as half joints or stepped joints
 Type of joint where the depth of the end of a beam is significantly reduced
 Supported by a mirrored element.
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Introduction to concrete halving joints
• Why are they used?
 To reduce the overall height of the structure while maintaining clearance over an obstacle.

• Why are they important - Lecco, Italy, 30 October 2016 – 1 dead, 5 injured?

These joints and associated details are no longer used by the department for new bridges
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Issues and risks
• Issues








Change in load path
Adjacent concentrated load
Often poor reinforcement detailing
Frequent lack of reinforcement
Difficult to inspect and maintain
Difficult and expensive to retrofit
Load restrictions/diversions may be needed to reduce risk to the structure which results in:
 Financial loss to state and industry
 Accelerated damage elsewhere
 Community concerns.

• Risks
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Brittle structural system failure
They can fail without warning (or warnings not understood, or acted on)
Concrete cracks – but which ones matter?
Failure could result in loss of bridge.

Girder and headstock cracking – does it matter?
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Does it matter?
Maybe/Maybe not…
Milan-Lecco bridge
2019 TMR Questions…
• How many do we have?
• How “capacity challenged” are they?
• In what condition are they?
• What is our risk exposure?
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Management of structures with concrete halving joints
Project objectives
• Identification
• Investigation
• Risk Management
• Due Diligence
Based on best practice
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Project achievements to date
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Identified all structures with concrete halving joint on the TMR network.
Pilot inspection and risk assessment – Riverside Expressway (REX).
Analyses both qualitative and quantitively input on all identified structures
Developed Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) prioritisation tool to ranking bridges.
for inspection.
Evaluate prioritisation output and developed the inspection program sequence.
Engaged 3rd party consultant for level 3 inspection.
Completed two phases of level 3 structural inspections on structures containing
concrete halving joints.
Due diligence – decisions based on evidence and risk assessment.

What do we know so far?
TMR Questions

Answers at July 2021

How many do we have?

Total of 47 bridges (out of over 3000) – not including REX
REX has more joint sets than the rest of the network combined…

How capacity challenged are they?

Worst preliminary assessment ratios < 0.5 
Approximately 80 % of preliminary assessment ratios > 1.0 
Above does not include REX which has many <1 

In what condition are they?

Not sure base on Level 2 inspections – a useful input…
Not definitive…

What is our risk exposure?

Better than expected…thus far…
Still aligning with TMR risk framework…

• Pilot inspection on REX – no immediate concern, but need better understanding
• Level 3 inspection of 6 bridges undertaken – two deferred based on reconnaissance
• Six bridges inspected so far:
 Further analysis recommended for two bridges – priority being determined
 Specific follow up monitoring required on all 6 – probably linked to Level 2 inspections.

• Thus far, seems to be less condition and capacity challenges than UK experience.
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What next?
Activities

FY 21/22

Summary report

Finalise for Year 1 and share with stakeholders
Update at completion of Year 2 and share with stakeholders

Risk alignment

Level 3 inspection risk categorisation based on CS466
Alignment required to TMR risk matrix
Risk control definition to be improved

Inspection on network bridges

Two more Level 3s from the Top 10
Site reconnaissance of 8 bridges – MCA driven

REX

Scope further inspections and assessment of REX

Follow up analysis

Prioritise follow up analysis
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Risk alignment…

High consequence low likelihood events?
• Considering risk control and control effectiveness?
• ALARP v’s SFARIP?
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Summary…
• Half Joints are structural details associated with heightened safety risk.
• Half Joints on about 2% of TMRs bridge network with majority of joint sets on
REX.
• If you have halving joints:
 you don’t have a crisis
 you do need to be well informed and vigilant.

• Systematic methodology developed based on best practice (CS466).
• All known TMR concrete halving joint bridges have a preliminary assessment
completed  
• Half of worst 20% of TMR bridges (based on MCA) – level 3 inspection complete.
• Capacity and condition issues thus far appear less severe than UK experience.
• Project continuing in year 2 – including more level 3 inspections.
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Thank you
and stay connected…
Tim Heldt
Project Manager
Department of Transport and Main Roads
tim.z.heldt@tmr.qld.gov.au
Carrie Lin
A/Principal Engineer
Department of Transport and Main Roads
07 3066 8314
carrie.k.lin@tmr.qld.gov.au
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